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Recently, John Witte, Jr., has noted how, “Calvin developed arresting new teachings 
on authority and liberty, duties and rights, and church and state that have had an enduring 
influence on Protestant lands.” As a result of its adaptability, this “rendered early modern 
Calvinism one of the driving engines of Western constitutionalism. A number of our 
bedrock Western understandings of civil and political rights, social and confessional 
pluralism, federalism and social contract, and more owe a great deal to Calvinist 
theological and political reforms.”1  

It is even possible in a culture that devalues the church to view Calvin’s political 
contributions as his more enduring donation to society. Moreover, there are some who 
persistently view a disconnect either between Calvin and his disciples or between 
Calvin’s principles of government for the state compared to those for the church. With a 
little more care to detail, however, one will likely find an organic connection between 
Calvin’s governmental principles in both areas. This essay seeks to elucidate Calvin’s 
principles of government in both church and state and to illustrate how similar they are. 

Methodologically, I will compare a loci that is sometimes viewed as periphereal to 
Calvin (politics) with a loci that is considered at the core (ecclesiology). To begin with 
some of his earliest pertinent writings (1536 Institutes & 1541, Ecclesiastical 
Ordinances; hereafter EO) and to then compare those structural dynamics to a summary 
of Calvin’s later work in civil governmental principles—indeed, some would argue that 
these principles were refined posthumously by Beza, Ponet, Daneau, Althusius, and 
others—is to see if there is consistency both between the early Calvin (1536-1541, the 
date of the EO) and between the later Calvin (1559 Institutes, 1561 revision of EO) and 
between disciplines. If such tenacity of principle is observed over that span of time and 
between differing disciplines, surely a core dogma is evidenced. 
 
1. Survey of Calvin’s Ecclesiastical Principles 
 Calvin’s first theological publishing,2 of course, was his shortened version of the 
Institutes in 1536, a work of approximately 500 pages (octavo). Four year earlier, his first 
published work, a commentary on Seneca’s De Clementia (1532), affirmed the radical 
notion that “[T]he prince is not above the laws, but the laws above the prince.”3 After 
1536, his publications were not resumed until 1539/1541 [Latin/French], perhaps because 
his Strasbourg exile provided him with slightly more time, research, and reflection than 
did his turbulent, initial residence in Geneva. By 1541, while in Strasbourg, he published 
a revised French edition of the Institutes. In both of these early versions, Calvin included 
material on church and state. However, each was slightly abbreviated when compared to 
the final edition. 

                                                
1 John Witte, Jr., The Reformation of Rights: Law, Religion and Human Rights in Early Modern Calvinism 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2007), 2. 
2 For more on Calvin’s first publication, his Commentary on Seneca’s Soul Sleep, see Ford L. Battles’ The 
sources of Calvin's Commentary on Seneca's De Clementia: A provisional index (Hartford Seminary 
Foundation, 1962). 
3 Harro Hopfl, The Christian Polity of John Calvin (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1982), 16. 



 To illustrate something of the emphasis, in 1536, Calvin devoted more pages [50] to 
his 5th chapter (on false sacraments) than he did to his exposition of the Apostles Creed 
and the Lord’s Prayer combined, or than to his exposition of the Ten Commandments 
AND justification.4 In one of those sections in chapter 5, he devoted considerable critique 
to the Roman notion of ordination as a sacrament, including polemics against the Roman 
priesthood. The number of ecclesiastical orders as well the laity-clergy distinction 
received customary criticism (161-162) in this early work. Calvin believed that the 
massive Roman infrastructure was more akin to pagan orders than to the simpler, biblical 
view. On one occasion, he even suggested that an accurate translation of the word for 
acolyte meant “lackey.”5 He also inferred that only gullibility (163: note Calvin spoke 
disparagingly as if only women would be fooled by such schemes) would lead one to 
believe the entire Romanist sacramental regiment for holy orders. Preferring “primitive 
church” order to the ever-blossoming tendrils of Roman ecclesiology, Calvin thought that 
the presbyterate and the priesthood were two names that “signify the same thing.” (164) 
 Calvin’s 1536 edition distinguished between the extraordinary offices, such as 
apostles, and ordinary offices (166). He then moved to explain what the office of 
presbyter meant biblically speaking. He summarized it as “proclaiming the gospel and 
administering sacraments.” (166) Calvin set forth a far less ornamented view of ministry 
than the received, Roman view, which insisted on pomp and titles, or as he provocatively 
called it “the stews of Satan.” (167) In another decentralizing step, he addressed the 
question of who had the lawful right to ordain ministers; and rather than lodging that 
power with a hierarchical bishop, Calvin spied the NT custom (which he also found in the 
OT) of having the congregation elect a minister—certainly an early case of “consent of 
the governed.” Citing historical precedents and the likes of Cyprian, Calvin went so far as 
early as 1536 as to assert that “an election is not properly made except by the common 
vote of all the people.” (168) Calvin was also quick to deny a pure democracy, for he 
continues in the next section to opine that since crowds were so fickle, elders or senators 
should choose ministers (168). Thus Calvin’s ecclesiastical republicanism is noted even 
prior to the publishing of his 1541 EO (below). 
 Calvin’s early outline of ecclesiastical polity also included the diaconate (171), but 
distinguished this office from the Roman tradition, which primarily used deacons as 
liturgists. Yet, he insisted that ordination to any office was not a sacrament. 
 Calvin’s 6th chapter in his original edition addressed three topics: Christian freedom, 
eccliastical power, and political administration [which we discuss below]. His teaching 
on Christian liberty was one of the earliest features of his thought, and it is either an 
essential part of gospel teaching (176) or as it would later become known: an appendix to 
the doctrine of justification. Calvin’s discussion of this topic, which was so important in 
his day, follows the same outline as his 1559 edition, albeit in slightly compressed form.
 The longest section in his 6th chapter is on ecclesiology proper. Calvin viewed this in 
his day as an extension of Christian freedom (184), for if church masters invaded the 
                                                
4 Source for the page refs in parentheses in this section is Calvin’s 1536 edition of the Institutes, posted at: 
http://books.google.com/books?id=BdIWg850FrQC&pg=PT1&lpg=PT1&dq=1536+Calvin's+Institutes+te
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sult&resnum=1&ct=result#PPR1,M1. See also Ford L. Battles’ 1536 edition of Calvin’s Institutes of the 
Christian Religion (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1986) with the same pagination. 
5 Calvin also said that “bishoprics were rewards for panderings and adulteries.” (168) He also railed against 
“pastors of the church” who never saw their flocks. (169) 



conscience, that tyranny threatened Christian liberty. Worthy of note, Calvin viewed 
church government as important for spiritual liberty; thus, the need to devote so much 
writing to that subject during the Reformation era. It is not too much to assert that Calvin 
viewed himself as setting forth an ecclesiology of liberty as opposed to the prevailing 
tyranny of “innumerable,” “limitless,” and “entangling” church governance which “traps 
to catch and ensnare souls.” (185) In what would become known as customarily 
Calvinistic, Calvin expected that knowledge from the teaching of faithful pastors would 
“first assure that each one of us will keep his freedom in all these things; yet each one 
will voluntarily impose some necessity upon his freedom.” (206) 
 Calvin, however, did not overreact and argue that all government was wrong, simply 
because there were abuses of “tyrannical wickedness” (185). He viewed the NT (and the 
OT) as exhibiting office holders, given by God, and such officer holders must surely 
presuppose governance (186). Early on in this subject, in expected form, Calvin also 
distinguished his views on governance by holding to sola scriptura instead of relying 
upon tradition or reason alone. His divine right ecclesiology would later be extended by 
his disciples, but on the level of principle his advocacy of sola scriptura in this topic is as 
clear as in other theological loci. With Scripture acknowledged as his authority even for 
ecclesiology, Calvin asserted that “if faith depends on God’s word alone, if it looks to it 
and reposes in it alone, what place is now left for the word of men?” (189) Legislative 
power, thought Calvin, or the authority to “frame new laws,” (189) was denied to the 
apostles; only ministerial power—the right to echo and assert what God had already 
declared—was given to the church. God, the sole ruler over souls, was the sole ruler over 
the church of all souls. 
 A comparison of Calvin’s 1536 content with his 1559 edition (see p. 66 of 
http://www.unige.ch/theologie/numerisation/Calvin_OeuvresCompletes/bf_433x_29.pdf)  
shows perhaps the greatest single expansion of one 1536 page into parts of 13 
CHAPTERS in the final edition—mostly describing the historical evolution and abuses 
of the papacy. Calvin’s vastly expanded 1559 edition is a fuller ecclesiology, detailing 
the marks of the church, the election of pastors, how pastoral visitation should be 
practiced, along with a lengthy polemic against the primacy of Rome (4.6) and a lengthy 
chapter on the devolution of the Roman church (4.7). When one compares chapters 3-4 of 
Book IV of the 1559 Institutes to the first edition, it becomes clear that much of that latter 
content is drafted from the Ecclesiastical Ordinances (below); thus, the final edition of 
the Institutes is more comprehensive of Calvin’s wisdom on church governance to be 
sure. However, the cardinal principles of governance differ little. 

Much of chapter 8 in Book IV is contained in abbreviated form in the 1536 edition, 
and the only major change between editions for chapter 9 is that the latter edition 
contains Calvin’s rebuttals of criticisms leveled against him (e.g., “that I esteem the 
ancient councils less than I ought.” 4:9,1—imagine!) from the intervening years; and, of 
course, it is slightly more expansive. The final edition of the Institutes adds a middle 
section to chapter 10, exposing Roman consitutions as abuses that lead to tyranny 
(sections 10-18 of 4:10) and adds some scriptural data on the purity of worship along 
with the need to avoid pharisaism. Calvin’s 11th chapter in Book IV differs from the 
original in two respects: (1) by prefacing that discussion with a treatment of the “keys of 
the kingdom (sections 1-3) and by delineating the difference of jurisdiction between 
bishops and civil magistrates; and (2) by supplementing with expose`s of the Donation of 



Constantine, Hildebrand’s many excesses (Gregory VII), and other Roman fradulencies. 
Finally, Calvin’s discussion of church disipline (4.12) in the final edition is material that 
is not included in his first primer. In these respects Calvin’s earlier and latter ecclesiolgy 
from the Institutes differ mainly in extent of discourse, not in major principles. 

While Calvin’s discussion on “political administration” (or civil government) varies 
little over the years, to be sure, one of the largest changes in degree of content occurs in 
his ecclesiology, with the outline of the original version expanding significantly to the 
treatise of the final tradition. Calvin’s experiences between 1536 and 1559 most likely 
colored this need for expansiveness. The raw amount of change over time was greater in 
ecclesiology than in political theory. However, when one factors in how much of the 
1541 EO was included in the final edition of the Institutes, it becomes clear that—other 
than extended history lessons—Calvin’s ecclesiology was quite consistent over time. 
 

The importance of the Ecclesiastical Ordinances 
 

When urged by Louis Dufour to return to Geneva from Strasbourg in 1541, Calvin 
returned with one major demand, which was quickly consented to. In addition to this one 
major demand, Calvin was also offered a home near St. Pierre Cathedral, a salary that 
exceeded that of the aldermen, and he was assigned to a committee which was revising 
the “Edicts” or city constitution of Geneva. Although he was not negotiating a raise, these 
plumbs—plus the agreement to his one major demand—indicated the degree to which the 
Genevans (or at least some political segments) yearned for a restoration of his leadership. 

The major demand was that he be supported in drafting and instituting the 
Ecclesiastical Ordinances [hereafter EO], the mother of Presbyterian books of order. 
Although modest in scope, and with detail that was contoured to a particular locale, this 
proto-governmental manual, if ever implemented, would break new ground in securing 
the freedom and independence of the church from state-control. That principle, so taken 
for granted in the modern West, was no small achievement, nor was it easily obtained. 
However, in choosing this emphasis, Calvin let it be known that in order for Protestant 
ministry to be optimal, it must be free from external governmental control or incursion. 

Accordingly, the EO chartered an essential Presbyterian government (likely copied in 
part from Calvin’s Strasbourg experience) and was later copied by other ethnic branches 
of Calvinist ecclesiology, with certain cultural modifications. [Belgic, 1561; Scots, 1579] 

So important was this area to Calvin that is was a sine qua non for his return to 
Geneva. Thus, in sequence if not in importance, second after the 1536 Institutes (which 
would be revised until 1559) was Calvin’s EO. He returned to Geneva on June 13, 1541, 
and began drafting a constitution for the church, assisted by other ministers. The EO was 
eventually approved on November 20, 1541, after first being approved by the Council of 
60, then by the Council of 200. 
 

Distilled principles of EO (1541, 1561) 
 

This ecclesiological work provides many protocols for parish ministry. Admittedly, it 
does not have the feel of a document that is intended for all cultures, and it adapts certain 
habits of the Genevans who were among the earliest to pioneer reformed polity. 



Notwithstanding, Calvin noted from the outset, “If we wish to see the Church well-
ordered and maintained we ought to observe this form of government.” 

In this 1541 charter,6 Calvin recognizes four separate offices for the church: (a) 
minister, (b) doctor; (c) elder; and (d) deacon. Included in the EO is a discussion of 
qualifications that were needed for pastors, as well as their primary responsibility, which 
was to preach, administer the sacraments, and fraternally join with other ministers to 
oversee and discipline the church. Heresies, personal failings, and crimes (including 
“intriguing to take over one another's position, leaving the Church without special 
permission”) which disqualify from the ministry are also discussed in sections of the EO. 
Pastors were to be examined both in doctrine and habits. Doctors, ideally one OT expert 
and one NT expert by 1561 (#44), were to teach and instruct, also establishing schools 
and colleges where possible. The elders, who were deputies to the pastors, were to assist 
the pastors and oversee the ministry of the parish. These were to “be chosen from each 
quarter of the city so that they can keep an eye on the whole of it.” The deacons—which 
were discussed in great detail—were of two types: (a) one to oversee the finances, alms, 
and disbursements; and (b) “hospitalers” who were to see for the care of the ill in the 
parish.  

Shrouded in this text was an orderly pattern of divided government, which was 
resistant to hierarchical patterns. It also lodged so much of the daily and weekly work of 
the church with her own ordained officers that there was no room left for statist 
incursions into the life of the church, nor was the Genevan church subordinate to any of 
the city councils. The process of calling and nominating her own ministers (although the 
council wished to maintain some power of review) is provided in this manual, and 
processes for discipline are elucidated. The method for choosing elders was also 
contained as follows: 

Further we have decided upon the machinery for choosing them. The ‘council of 24’ will 
be asked to nominate the most suitable and adequate men they can discover. In order to 
do this, they should discuss the matter with the ministers and then present their 
suggestion to the ‘council of 200’ for approval. If they are found worthy [and approved], 
they must take an oath in the same form as it is presented to the ministers. At the end of 
the year and after the elections to the council, they should present themselves to the 
government so that a decision can be made as to whether they shall be re-appointed or 
not, but they should not be changed frequently and without good cause provided that they 
are doing their work faithfully.  

A schedule for the sacraments was given, with baptism always to accompany the 
preaching of the Word. The frequency of the Lord’s Table in 1541 was: “we have agreed 
and ordained that it should be administered four times a year, i.e. at Christmas, Easter, 
Pentecost and the first Sunday in September in the autumn.” Protocols for offering the 
communion meal, including the positioning of the table, were included. 

Finally, this 1541 work chartered a weekly meeting of the presbytery to oversee the 
ministry of the church and to resolve differences. Elementary steps for church discipline 
are also articulated, although with customary brevity. Lodging the power of 
excommunication exclusively with the church, prior to the 1550s anywhere within 
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http://www.qub.ac.uk/iccj/sdixon/REFORMAT/GENEVA/ECCLEORD.HTM.  



Protestantism, was a radical and unique governmental prerogative. This text concludes 
with a clearly anti-theocratic notion of jurisdiction, to with: “All this must be done in 
such a way that the ministers have no civil jurisdiction nor use anything but the spiritual 
sword of the word of God as St Paul commands them; nor is the authority of the 
consistory to diminish in any way that of the magistrate or ordinary justice. The civil 
power must remain unimpaired. In cases where, in the future, there may be a need to 
impose punishments or constrain individuals, then the ministers and the consistory, 
having heard the case and used such admonitions and exhortations as are appropriate, 
should report the whole matter to the council which, in turn, will judge and sentence 
according to the needs of the case.” 

The powers of government, then, were unique to the church, diversified among 
various officers, collegial among one another, and decidedly anti-hierarchical.  

Twenty years later, as the church matured, a 1561 version expanded on the themes of 
the pioneering 1541 EO. Greater clarity that the congregation was to participate in 
electing her ministers is spelled out in that later version. Moreover, ministerial visitation, 
the manner in which elders should be elected, matters pertaining to excommunication, 
communion regulations, and, most interestingly, the manner of treatment given higher-
class Genevan citizens are all treated in this document.7 

Slight changes to the 1561 document include amplifications or changes as follows:  
• A preamble states that this “ecclesiastical polity” is based on Scripture and is 

necessary for the territory. 
• Election of pastors is to originate with the area pastors, who are to inform the civil 

magistrate (as a courtesy), and then after confirmation by the consistory, he is 
elected “by the common consent of the company of the faithful.” A process was 
specified (1561, #11) whereby the name of the pastoral candidate is to be publicly 
announced in advance, inviting objections and if merited another election 
scheduled. 

• A similar process for the election, and objection from the church to electing, 
elders is specified (1561, #12). The same oath prescribed (#16-19) is then taken 
by elders and pastors. 

• A clear requirement for pastoral visitation is enunciated (#21, 31-37). 
• A longer list of intolerable crimes is detailed, this time including dancing, usury, 

evil cunning, both “avarice” and “too great niggardliness,” inappropriate gestures 
or clothing, “tendency to seek out vain questions” {presumably in sermons), and 
“farfetched manner of treating Scripture, turning it into a stumblingblock.” 

• Noon catechism for children and daily preaching in the four churches was 
prescribed. 

• Considerable developments for protocols and oversight in the hospital. 
• Attitudes and behaviors that disqualified one from receiving Communion were 

also included. 
 
In sum, we can highlight these features as signatures of Calvin’s governing principles in 
the church: 
 
                                                
7 See the translation by Dr. Mary Cumpacker in our Paradigms in Polity (Grand Rapids: Eerdmans, 1994), 
140-155. 



1. Specific officers are ordained with authority to govern their sphere of governance. 
2. Various officers are mandated, yielding a diversity of power. 
3. Officers are collegial among one another, with no hierarchy. 
4. Regular meetings are planned for ongoing government and oversight.  
5. Election of local rulers cannot abridge the consent of the governed. 
6. Sola Scriptura (or jus divinum in ecclesiology) constrained the information. 
7. Governance was designed to oppose tyranny (contra tyrannos) and to maximize proper 
liberty. 
 
Other than commentaries or sermons on specific texts, this 1561 manual was one of 
Calvin’s final and most comprehensive statements of ecclesiastical polity, certainly 
exhibiting his refined principles of church government. Many of these specifics were also 
included in the final editions of the Institutes, supplementing the original 1536 content in 
this loci. 
 


